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VISIBLE NULLING CORONAGRAPH
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Figure 4.3: Left: Sub-aperture nulling interferometry can be performed using a single
telescope by splitting and shearing the telescope beam to mimic a two-telescope sys-
tem. Right: The single-aperture nulling interferometer produces a one-dimensional
sinusoidal transmission pattern on the sky along the shear direction. The IWA
(1.7λ/D) is defined as the location of the first maximum in the transmission pattern.

4.1.2 The Visible Nulling Coronagraph

The PICTURE mission incorporates a coronagraph design called the Visible

Nulling Coronagraph (VNC, nuller). The PICTURE VNC was built at Jet Propul-

sion Laboratory (JPL) (Rao et al. 2008; Samuele et al. 2007; Shao et al. 2006) as a

design candidate for the Terrestrial Planet Finder Coronagraph (TPF-C) mission.

This design uses interferometry to destructively cancel the light from a star while

allowing the off-axis planetary signal to pass through. A key figure of merit for coro-

nagraphs is the inner working angle (IWA), the innermost angle that can be probed

at a given contrast level. With a small IWA of 1.7 λ/D (0.5′′) and a measured sup-

pression factor of 3×10−4, the PICTURE VNC can probe the ϵ Eri dust distribution

down to an inner radius of 1.5 AU.

The optical theory employed by the VNC is nulling interferometry. This con-

cept, which is illustrated in Figure 4.3, is analogous to a two-dish radio interferometer.

Two radio dishes separated by a baseline (s) observe a relative phase delay in the
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A lateral shearing interferometer 
built for PICTURE at JPL
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NEW LIGHTWEIGHT PRIMARY MIRROR

• Built by AOA Xinetics (Northrop Grumman) 
• SiC Substrate with a Si cladding. 
• Lambda/4 surface at low spatial frequencies

NEW DEFORMABLE MIRROR ASSEMBLY

• Replacement MEMS deformable Mirror 
(Boston Micromachines Inc. Kilo-DM)  

• Reinforce Polyimide Cables 

Chakrabarti et al 2016

PAYLOAD REFURBISHING 



MODEL DISK + LAB CONTRAST

The flight payload’s  
lab performance was sufficient for  

testing the 3AU dust ring prediction. 

(http://www.jpl.nasa.gov, after Backman et al 2009)

Courtesy WSMR/ NASA WFF

http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/news/news.php?release=2008-197


 Flat Flight Wavefront Sensor Measurements of Pupil Plane Fringes:

 Unpowered deformable mirror fringes show residual curvature (Laboratory):

Pre-recorded  
deformable mirror  

flat map applied in flight to 
remove curvature: 

DEFORMABLE MIRROR ACTUATED IN FLIGHT



STEPPING N-PZT RAILED IN FLIGHT

Design, 90 degree phase steps 
in each WFS pixel:

Reality, Gradient in step size:

• Full range of PZT is 10 microns.  
• One actuator railed at 10 microns and the other two stepped.  
•  Post-flight laboratory testing found the optimal NPZT position has shifted several microns 

compared to the prelaunch alignment.  
• This shift is likely due to motion of the 6-degree-of-freedom DM mount.   

• Whether this shift occurred prior to the payload acquiring the target or upon reentry and 
impact cannot be definitively determined since flight motion of NPZT could also have been 

due to a large temperature gradient within the payload.



SIMPLE PHASE ERROR MEASUREMENT DOESN’T APPLY
ALTERNATIVE, LEAST SQUARES FIT TO A PIXEL: BUT ASSUMING 90 DEGREE STEPS GIVES 

A COMPARABLE RESULT:



RESIDUAL ERROR AND ZERNIKE EVOLUTION

TIME EVOLUTION OF ZERNIKE TERMS

MEASUREMENT TO MEASUREMENT STANDARD DEVIATION



EVOLUTION OF 
FOCUS IN FLIGHT

This spot size would have prevented  
testing 

 for the 3AU (1”) radius ring. 



WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE

PAYLOAD  
RECOVERED INTACT

Courtesy WSMR/ NASA WFF



PICTURE
Planet Imaging Concept Testbed Using a Rocket Experiment

PICTURE (-B)
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Figure 13: Left: PICTURE launch. Right: Telemetry failure. The main science data telemetry transmitter
(TM 2) failed 70 seconds after launch.

7. FLIGHT, ANOMALY, RECOVERY & FUTURE WORK

PICTURE launched from White Sands Missile Range at 4:25 MDT on October 8th, 2011. Approximately 70
seconds after launch, the main science data telemetry transmitter onboard the payload failed. Figure 13 shows
the TM transmitter power during flight. This TM channel transmits the high-bandwidth 4 Mbps data stream
shown in Figure 4, which carries all of the WFS and SCI images and the WCS data products. Due to lack of
data, the in-flight performance of the nuller and active optics cannot be confirmed. Approximately 20 seconds
of flight data has been recovered, unfortunately this data is from very early in the flight, before the FPS had
acquired steering lock and thus the nuller had not begun its alignment sequence. This data may be useful in
future analysis for determining some basic functionality of the nuller and telescope.

The most important result returned from the PICTURE flight is the successful demonstration of the FPS.
In flight, the ACS acquired the calibration star, Rigel according to schedule. Manual ACS uplinks were sent to
drive the star into the acquisition mirror pinhole. The functioning FPS telemetry link showed the star appear on
the live angle tracker GSE display. An additional ACS uplink was sent to drive the star into the capture range of
the FSM at which point the FPS immediately locked on and stabilized the beam pointing. The FPS operated at
200 Hz with a 5 Hz bandwidth. Analysis of the raw centroid and FSM data that was stored onboard has shown
that the FPS stabilized the 627 mas RMS ACS radial pointing error to 5.1 mas RMS. The FSM position data
also provides a high-precision measurement of the rocket ACS performance. A power spectral density analysis
of both the ACS body-pointing and the FPS stability is presented in (Mendillo et. al. (2012) submitted).

The operation of the telescope in flight is confirmed through the FPS results. The FPS data suggests that
the telescope PSF was much larger than anticipated, nearly 10 the diffraction limit. The cause of this is yet
unknown. Unfortunately, the lightweight primary mirror shattered upon landing in the New Mexican desert.
The remaining hardware was recovered intact and appears to be in working order. Post-flight optical testing has
not yet been conducted.

Future prospects look towards a PICTURE reflight. This would first and foremost accomplish the science
and technology goals of the first mission. In addition, many lessons have been learned along the 7 year road to
flight. A number of hardware upgrades have been identified to improve the nuller performance. The two leading
contributors to OPD in the nuller, the telescope primary mirror and the DM, should be replaced. A more
rigid SiC primary would narrow the void between laboratory and space operation, giving near diffraction-limited
performance in both environments with a similar areal density. Higher quality production-run DMs are now
available from BMC. A drop-in replacement could be integrated into the nuller and run with the existing driver
electronics. The nuller calibration system could also be revived by replacing the pinhole mount with a design
that does not obscure the calibration reference beam. This would enable full nuller operation and an additional
avenue for data post-processing.

Proc. of SPIE Vol. 8442  84420E-13
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PICTURE-C
Planetary Imaging Concept Testbed Using a Recoverable Experiment - Coronagraph

Fig 1 PICTURE C uses a 60 cm clear aperture, off axis, Gregorian telescope in the WASP pointing system. The

clear aperature system allows PICTURE C to implement a high performance VVC while the use of the WASP system

provides high pointing precision at low cost.

further stabilize the pointing and to correct for thermal, mechanical, and optical distortions. Low

Order Wavefront Correction (LOWC) is provided by an active secondary mount which can adjust

the secondary position and orientation. It consists of a hexapod secondary mount and a high speed

Integrated Wavefront Controller (IWC) which are described in more detail in section 3.1.

Because the roll orientation of telescope is not controlled, the image of the sky will rotate on

the detector. This will result from both the motion of the payload as the gondola swings under

the balloon and the rotation of the sky through the night. PICTURE C uses a photon counting
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Figure 13: Left: PICTURE launch. Right: Telemetry failure. The main science data telemetry transmitter
(TM 2) failed 70 seconds after launch.

7. FLIGHT, ANOMALY, RECOVERY & FUTURE WORK

PICTURE launched from White Sands Missile Range at 4:25 MDT on October 8th, 2011. Approximately 70
seconds after launch, the main science data telemetry transmitter onboard the payload failed. Figure 13 shows
the TM transmitter power during flight. This TM channel transmits the high-bandwidth 4 Mbps data stream
shown in Figure 4, which carries all of the WFS and SCI images and the WCS data products. Due to lack of
data, the in-flight performance of the nuller and active optics cannot be confirmed. Approximately 20 seconds
of flight data has been recovered, unfortunately this data is from very early in the flight, before the FPS had
acquired steering lock and thus the nuller had not begun its alignment sequence. This data may be useful in
future analysis for determining some basic functionality of the nuller and telescope.

The most important result returned from the PICTURE flight is the successful demonstration of the FPS.
In flight, the ACS acquired the calibration star, Rigel according to schedule. Manual ACS uplinks were sent to
drive the star into the acquisition mirror pinhole. The functioning FPS telemetry link showed the star appear on
the live angle tracker GSE display. An additional ACS uplink was sent to drive the star into the capture range of
the FSM at which point the FPS immediately locked on and stabilized the beam pointing. The FPS operated at
200 Hz with a 5 Hz bandwidth. Analysis of the raw centroid and FSM data that was stored onboard has shown
that the FPS stabilized the 627 mas RMS ACS radial pointing error to 5.1 mas RMS. The FSM position data
also provides a high-precision measurement of the rocket ACS performance. A power spectral density analysis
of both the ACS body-pointing and the FPS stability is presented in (Mendillo et. al. (2012) submitted).

The operation of the telescope in flight is confirmed through the FPS results. The FPS data suggests that
the telescope PSF was much larger than anticipated, nearly 10 the diffraction limit. The cause of this is yet
unknown. Unfortunately, the lightweight primary mirror shattered upon landing in the New Mexican desert.
The remaining hardware was recovered intact and appears to be in working order. Post-flight optical testing has
not yet been conducted.

Future prospects look towards a PICTURE reflight. This would first and foremost accomplish the science
and technology goals of the first mission. In addition, many lessons have been learned along the 7 year road to
flight. A number of hardware upgrades have been identified to improve the nuller performance. The two leading
contributors to OPD in the nuller, the telescope primary mirror and the DM, should be replaced. A more
rigid SiC primary would narrow the void between laboratory and space operation, giving near diffraction-limited
performance in both environments with a similar areal density. Higher quality production-run DMs are now
available from BMC. A drop-in replacement could be integrated into the nuller and run with the existing driver
electronics. The nuller calibration system could also be revived by replacing the pinhole mount with a design
that does not obscure the calibration reference beam. This would enable full nuller operation and an additional
avenue for data post-processing.
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